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We extend work of Christensen and Sinclair on completely bounded multilinear 
forms to the case of subspaces of C* algebras, and obtain a representation theorem 
and a Hahn-Banach extension theorem for such maps. In the second part of the 
paper the Haagerup norms on tensor products are investigated, and we obtain new 
characterizations of these quantities. g? 1987 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
In [3] the concept of a completely bounded multiiinear map was 
introduced. Using Wittstock’s theory of matrix-sublinear functionals [9], 
the Stinespring representation of completely bounded linear maps was 
extended to the more general situation of completely bounded multilinear 
maps defined on products of C*-algebras. In this paper we take the further 
step of proving a representation theorem for completely bounded mul- 
tilinear maps which are only defined on subspaces of C*-algebras. This 
generalization allows us to obtain a Hahn-Banach extension theorem for 
such maps, which leads to further results on the Haagerup tensor product 
norm introduced by Effros and Kishimoto [S]. In particular, we show that 
the Haagerup norm is injective. This is surprising since the definition 
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closely resembles that of the projective tensor product norm which is 
injective only in very special circumstances. In the case of commutative 
C*-algebras the Haagerup norm is equivalent to the projective norm. 
While our results are clearly inspired by [3] and [S], we have chosen a 
different approach in this paper. We focus on the correspondence between 
completely bounded multilinear maps and completely bounded linear maps 
on tensor products endowed with the Haagerup norm. An abstract charac- 
terization of operator systems (due to Choi and Effros [Z]) allows us to 
embed these tensor product spaces into C*-algebras, after which the techni- 
ques developed in [7, S] lead to the extension and representation theorems. 
In particular, matrix sublinear functionals are replaced by Arveson’s exten- 
sion theorem for completely positive maps [l]. 
The remainder of this section is concerned with definitions and the 
correspondence between completely bounded bilinear maps and completely 
bounded linear maps on Haagerup tensor products. In the second section 
we prove the extension and representation theorems for completely boun- 
ded bilinear maps, and deduce the appropriate generalizations to the mul- 
tilinear case in the subsequent section. In the fourth section we return to 
the study of the Haagerup norm. We obtain a new characterization in 
terms of completely bounded linear maps on the factors, from which the 
injectivity of the norm follows immediately. 
Throughout the paper .cP and 4? will denote unital C* algebras and 8 
and 9 will denote subspaces. b* and P”* will denote the subspaces con- 
sisting of the adjoints of elements in & and 9 respectively. The Haagerup 
norm on the algebraic tensor product 6O.F is defined as follows: 
where the infimum is taken over all possible representations 
u = x7=, e,Of,. It is not obvious from the definition that this is a norm, 
but the necessary verifications are carried out in [S]. The resulting normed 
space is written &Oh SF (without completion). 
If ^Y- is a vector space and n, k are integers then M,,,(V) (abbreviated to 
M,(Y) in case k = n) will represent the vector space of n x k matrices with 
entries from V. Let 6 and 9 denote subspaces of unital C*-algebras &’ 
and %? whose units are denoted by 1. Given matrices A = (eli) E Mnk(8) and 
B = (fi,) E Mkr(F) form the matrices A @ 1 = (e,, @ 1) E M,,,(& @g) and 
l@B=(l@fi,)~Mk,(&@&?). Then (A@~)(~@B)EM,,(~@.F) is 
defined by matrix multiplication, so that the (i j) entry is ct=, e,@f,. 
The Haagerup norm of an element U E M,(d 0 9) is now defined to be 
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taken over all representations 
u= f (AiO1)(l@Bi), 
i= I 
where A;E M,(b) and BE M,,(P). Observe that the norms are computed in 
the C*-algebras M,(d) and M,(g). It is easy to check that, in the case 
n = 1, this reduces to the norm which has already been defined. We write 
M,(FOh 9) to denote this normed space. 
There are several ways of defining the Haagerup norm on A4,,(bOh 5), 
each of which is the most convenient to use in different situations. These 
are set out in the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.1. For U=Cy=‘,, (A,@1)(10Bi)~M,(609) thenorm 
IjUIj,=inf 
may be computed by taking the infimum over each of the following sets: 
(1) matrices Aim M,(b), Big M,(4), 
(2) matrices A;E M,,(F), B, E M,,(9), ni varying, 
(3) or by taking inf{ IM II IIBII : A E Mnk(6, BE M,JF;), 
U= (A @ I)( 10 B) with k varying). 
Proof: Let the norms defined by the three sets of matrices be denoted 
II UII , , II U/l 2, II UII 3, respectively. Clearly /I Ull 2 < II U/I I. 
IfU=(AO1)(10B),AEMnk(~)andBEM,,(B),thenaddcolumnsof 
zeros to A and rows of zeros to B until k is divisible by n, say k=nm. 
Divide A (resp. B) into m blocks of n x n matrices A, ,..., A, 
(resp. B, ,..., B,). Then 
U= f (A;Ol)(l@B;) 
i=l 
and IIAA*II”2 IIB*BII”2= /ICY! 1 AlA:II”2 I/CT= 1 BF BilI”2. Thus 
II UII 1 G II UII 3' 
Now suppose that U = Cy=, (Ai@ 1 )( 10 B,) with Ai E M,,,(b), 
Bi E M,,,(9). Form single matrices 
A = (A, ..., A,), 
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From this it follows that 11 U(I 3 < 11 UII 2, completing the set of inequalities. 
There is a natural linear map ,4: M,(b)@ M,(9) + M,(6@9), defined 
on elementary tensors by 
A(AOB)=(AOl)(l @B), AEM,,( BeM,,(F). 
This map is surjective and so M,(6 @ 9) and (M,J&) 0 M,(S))/ker A are 
isomorphic as vector spaces. More is true: 
LEMMA 1.2. The Haagerup norm on M,(& @ 9) is equal to the quotient 
norm induced by the Haagerup norm on M,,(b) Q M,,(9). 
Prooj If U=Cy=, (AjO i)(l@ Bi), AigM,,(&), B,EM,(F), then 
U = A(zy=, AjO B;). It follows from Lemma 1.1(l) that 
IlUll,, = inf{ II U’ll,l: U’ E M,,(d)QM,,(S), A(U) = U} 
which is just the definition of the quotient norm. 
It is clear from the definitions that &Oh 9 is a matrix normed space in 
the sense of Choi and Effros [Z]. We note this in passing, since no use will 
be made of this fact. 
Let g(S) denote the bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space z@. If 
fj:&Q,9-+sqsq. is a linear map, then linear maps bn: M,(&’ Oh 9) -+ 
M,(B?(S)) can be defined, for each positive integer n, by $,Ju~) = (&u,~)). If 
SU~,,[I+~~I\ is finite then we say that 4 is completely bounded and denote the 
supremum by /I&/ cb. If V: 6’ x 9 +99(X’) is a bilinear map then I( V(( is 
defined to be the smallest constant K satisfying jl V(e, f)ll < K(leJI Ilfll. Any 
bilinear map V: d x F -+ B(X) induces bilinear maps V,: M,(Q) x 
M,,(S) -+ M,(S?(X)) where the (r, s) entry of V,,((e,), (fi,)) is 
It is easiest to visualize this as formal matrix multiplication of (eo) and 
(fV). If supnIl V,ll is finite then we say that V is completely bounded and 
11 V((., will denote this supremum. These definitions were first given in [3]. 
The following correspondence is implicit in [S] but we include it here for 
completeness. 
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PROPOSITION 1.3. Let V: G x 9 -+ S?(X) be a hilinear map and /et 
4: a@,, B + S?(X) he the associated linear map. Then V is completely 
bounded if and only ifq5 is completely bounded and 1) VI1 ch = /l#llch. 
Proof Suppose first that V is completely bounded, and consider 
U~A4,,(6@,,5), I/U]/ < 1. From Lemma 1.1(3) there exist matrices 
A E Mnk(&), BE Mk,,(9) such that 
IIAA*l(“2< 1, 11 B*BJI 1’2 < 1 
and U = (A 0 I)( 1 @B). Let r = max{n, k} and augment A and B to square 
r x r matrices A” and B by adding columns and rows of zeros appropriately. 
Then llI?ll, liBl[ < 1. It is simple to check that 4,(U) is the upper left hand 
n x n block of V,(A”, B), and so IIdJ U)ll < 11 V/l,.,. From this it follows that 4 
is completely bounded and that lldllch < I/ V/l,.,. 
Conversely, suppose that 4 is completely bounded. If A E M,(b), 
BEM,(B) and /jA/I, ljBjl<l, then set U equal to (A@1)(10B)~ 
M,,(b @ 9). From the definition of the norm, 1) UlI 6 1, and since 
V,,(A, B) = d,,(u)> 
it follows that /I V,,lj 6 ~~~~~~h. Thus V is completely bounded and 
II VII G ll~lldv 
PROPOSITION 1.4. !f q5~ (8ah F)* and II& = 1, then q5 is completely 
bounded and /Id/l c.h = 1. 
ProoJ Let V: & x 9 + C be the associated bilinear form. Let 
A E AI,(&), BE M,(9) both have norm one. There are vectors h, k E c” for 
which 
I( V,AA B)k k)l = IlJ’nM Wll. 
Choose isometries U, W: c” + C” for which Uh and Wk are the first 
canonicals basis vector 5,. Then 
II V,,(A, B)lI = I( WVAA, B) U*t,> 4, >I 
=l(V,(WA, BU*)t,,t,>l. 
Let the first row of WA be e, ,..., e,, the first column of BU* be f, ,..., .,<,. 
Then IIC;=, eieT 11, IIC;.‘=, .f?,fill < 1. If u = C;=, eiO.f,E d Oh 9 then 
11~11~ d 1. Thus 
llV,(A,B)II=IW,(WA,BU*)t,>t,)l 
= Id(u)1 d 1. 
It follows that V is completely contractive and so, by Proposition 1.3, 4 is 
completely contractive. 
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2. BILINEAR MAPS 
In this section we prove the representation and extension theorems in the 
bilinear case. Throughout d and ~3 will denote unital C*-algebras, & and 
9 will denote subspaces of JZZ and $I’, respectively. 6* and 9* will be the 
subspaces consisting of the adjoints of elements in d and F respectively. 
Consider now the vector space 3 whose elements are 2 x 2 matrices 
of the form (; ;), w  h ere aE&, beg, u~B@9, v~9*@6*. Y becomes 
a *-vector space under the involution 
where, if u=Ce,@f,E&@F, then 
M,(Y) is identified with the vector space of 2 x 2 matrices of the form 
(“, g), AEM,( BEM,,(~), UEM,(&‘@F), and VEM,(~*@~*), 
and positive cones for M,(Y) are specified in the following way. An 
element ( $ ,“) in M,(3) is said to be positive if, given E > 0, there exists a 





Note that positivity of A and B are implicit in these inequalities. Each 
positive cone M,,(9)+ is both convex and proper. 
LEMMA 2.1. 9 is a matrix ordered space. 
ProoJ By [2, Sect. 41 it s&ices to show that if X is an m x n matrix 
of scalars, then X*M,($P)+ XzM,,(Lk’)+. Thus suppose that 
& ,“) E M (9’) +. By definition of the ordering given E > 0 there exists a 
!epresentatk U = XI=, (Ai@ l)( 10 Bi) such that 
,g, AiAT<A+~IJX*X/I-‘, ,$, B:Bi,<B+~JJX*XIJ-‘. 
Then 
580/73/Z-3 
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and X*UX has a representation 
From the inequalities above it is then clear that 
,g, (X*Ai)(X*Aj)* <X*AX+& 
and 
,c, (BiX)*(BiX) 6 X*BX+ 6, 
SO 
x* XB 0. 
THEOREM 2.2. 9 is completely order isomorphic to an operator system. 
Proof: By [2, Theorem 4.41 it is necessary to show that Y has an order 
unit and that the ordering in M,,(Y) is Archimedean in the sense that if 
x,30 and x+tx,>O for all t>O, then x>O. 
Let ($ ;) be any self-adjoint element of 9, and so in particular a and b 
are self-adjoint elements. Take a representation u = I;=, ei@fi and 
observe that 
,c,fXc ~b+(llbll+ l~,~,f?fj)l 
If t denotes maxi [Iall + IIC;=, e,eill, llbll + llCr=, f yill} then the 
inequalities imply that 
--I((: )qf* ;)-(:, ;). 
Thus (A y) is an order unit for 9. 
Now suppose that (6. ,“) + t(h y) k 0 in M,(9) for all t > 0. Given E > 0, 
choose t to be c/2. Then there exists a representation 
U= c (A,Ol)(l@Bi) ,=1 
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for which 
i=l 
i BT B;<B+t+&/2=B+E. 
i= I 
Thus ($ i) 2 0 and the ordering is Archimedean. 
From this theorem a norm may be given to M,(Y) by first identifying it 
with a subspace of M,,(S~(JV)). Recall that, in a C*-algebra, norm and 
order are related by l\all 6 1 if and only if (j. 4) 2 0. The connection with 
the Haagerup norm is exhibited by the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. The embeddings u + (“, ;;), a + (;; z), and b -+ (“, E) of 
EO,, 9, d and S?, respectively, into 9 are completely isometric 
isomorphisms. 
Proof: If UE M,,(&@, 9) has norm 1 then there is a representation 
U= i (Ai@ l)(l @Bi) 
i=l 
for which 
iii!, B:Bil( d 1+ E. 
The element [i t] E M,,(& Oh 9) then has a representation 
= i (A:O1)(10B:), 
,=l 
where 
Clearly IICT= I A:A:*II, IIC,L I B:* Bill d 1 f E and so by definition 
Thus lI(: :,I1 G 1. 
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Conversely if II(z :)I1 d 1 (as an element of M,,(2)) then [l: 61 
E M,,(b @,, 9) has a representation 
0 u [ 1 o o = i (A,01)(10B;), ,= I 
where AiE M*,(a and Bi E M*JP) and IIZ, 1 AiA:II, 
I]C;=, B: B,ll ,< 1 + E. Let X= (1,0) and Y = (T). Then U has a represen- 
tation 
U= 1 (XA,O 1)(1 OB,Y), 
!=I 
implying that 1) U/I d 1. 
This shows that the first map is completely isometric and the calculations 
for the other two maps are similar. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If H and K are positive invertible matrices in M,, and 
UtzM,(&@S) then ( ,$ g)~M,,(9)+ ifand only if J(H-“2UK~“2((hd 1. 
Proof If ( & ,“) 30 then, given E >O, U has a representation 
C,:, (A,@ 1)(1 @B,) for which 
i A;A:<H+E, 
,= I 
,$, B)Bi6 K+E. 
Then 
.g, K- ’ “2B*BiK-“2< 1 +EK-’ < I +~/lR-‘jj. 
The element HP ‘J2UK-‘f2 E M,(&@ 9) can be represented by 
i (H- “2Ai@ l)(l @ B,K~-I’*) 
i= 1 
so the above inequalities show that I] HP 1’2UK-“2l1 ,, < 1 since E was 
arbitrary. This proves one half of the equivalence, and the argument is 
reversible. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let 4: S@,, 9 +93(X) be completely bounded with 
J@i\~b~l. On the subspace ((t ;):1,p~C, u,u*E~@~} of dip define a 
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map @ into &9(X’@ 2) by @(t 1) = (QCi.,, $“I). Then @ is completely 
positive. 
Proof. For a matrix XE M,, write X, to denote X+ EI,(E > 0). If (5 g) 
EM,(Z)+ (H, KEM,+), then (,“: ,QEM,(Z)+, so by Proposition3.4 
IIH,;“2VK,“211h< 1. 
Since 4 is completely contractive, and 
&(H, l/2 VKg I”) = H, “2q5n( V) K,- ‘12, 
IIH;“‘c+~,(V) K;“211 d 1 
and so 
1 H,- “2qSn( U) K,- ‘I2 
K,- “2&J V)* H, ‘I2 1 
20 





) K ’ 





) K ’ 
by letting E + 0. Thus @,,( & i ) > 0 and @ is completely positive. 
By Theorem 2.2, $P is completely order isomorphic to an operator 
system, so Arveson’s extension theorem [I ] enables @ to be extended to a 
completely positive map 3: 9 -+ 2(X 0 2). 
THEOREM 2.6. Let 4: d O,, 9 -+ 99(X) be completely contractive and let 
8: Y + B(Z @ Y?‘) be a completely positive extension of the map @(t 1) = 
c&f*,* $“). Then there exist completely positive unital maps $, : d --t %3(.X), 
I+IJ~:G?-+B(X) such that 
(q; ;)=( ICll(Q) “(4). 
#to*)* $2(b) 
Proof: Define $,(a) to be the (1,l) entry of @;I E) and $,(b) to be the 
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Thus 
for self-adjoint elements a and, by linearity, all elements of A. In the same 
way 
and the result follows. 
Remark 2.7. The preceding theorem can be viewed as a Grothendieck 
type inequality for noncommutative ranges. If 4: a@,, 9 -+ C with /1#11 = 1, 
then by Proposition 1.3, 11411 ch = 1 and the preceding theorem applies. Note 
that if aE&’ and he9 then 
( 
aa* a@b 
b*@a* b*b > 
ET+ 





Ic/,(b*b) ) ’ ’ 
where V is the associated bilinear map. Since the (l,l)-entry and (2,2)- 
entry are positive, the last matrix will be positive if and only if its deter- 
minant is positive, that is, if and only if 
I Vu, b)12 6 ICl,(aa*) ti2(b*b). 
This next elementary lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.9. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let X, Y, ZE?~?(#) be such that (,“* $)bO in M2(8(X)). 
If h and k are any vectors in 96 then 
Proof. By hypothesis 
(($ z)(teT), (‘ez)) 30 (t, 8 real) 
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and so 
(Xh, h) t2 + te”(Z*h, k) + te”(Zk, h) + (Yk, k) 20. 
An appropriate choice of 0 reduces this to 
(Xh,h)t2+21(Zk,h)lt+(Yk,k)30 (for all t) 
and the result follows. 
It is now possible to prove a representation theorem for complete con- 
tractions on &Oh 9. 
THEOREM 2.9. If 4: 8’ Oh 9 -+ G?(S) is completely contractive then there 
exist representations n: d + &I(~,)), p: C4? + .S?(x,), isometries V,: 3f + *, 
and a contraction T: x2 + 4 such that on elementury tensors 
4eOf) = V?de) Td.0 VZ (eEB,fE8). 
Proof. From Theorem 2.6 there exist completely positive unital maps 
$,:-c4+W~), ljb*:~-+LB(X) 
for which the map 
$,(a) 4(u) 
ceu*1* ti*(b) 
is completely positive. Let (n, V,, z) and (p, V,, X2) be the minimal 
Stinespring representations of II/ I and ti2, respectively, [ 11. 
Let yr Gq be the span of (n(e*) V,h:eE&‘, he%) and let f2sXz be 
the span of {p(f) V,k:fEF, ke Z}. On Ax j, define a sesquilinear 
form by 
,F, p(h) J’zki, f, 4eF) V,hi] = 2 (4eiOhfi) kj, hi). 
i,j= 1 
Let A be the column matrix (e,,..., e,)TEM,,(d) and let B be the row 
matrix (f, ,..., f,) E M,,(9). Then, writing U= (A @ l)( 1 @B), 
in M,(9). By completely positivity of 8, 
(ICIILW*) 
vL( u* 
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An application of Lemma 2.8 with h= (h ,,..., h,,)’ and k= (k ,,..., km)’ 
yields 
Thus the sesquilinear form is well-defined and bounded in norm by 1. It 
extends uniquely to jz x 2,) and thus yields a contraction T: A -+ 2,. This 
extends to a contraction T: -X,+X, by defining it to be 0 on the 
orthocomplements. We have that, for e E &‘, f E 9, 
(Tdf) V2k 4e*) V,h) = (&e@f) k, h). 
Thus 
d(eOf) = Vn(e) Tdf) v2. 
COROLLARY 2.10. If V: 6 x 9 --+$3(S) is a completely contractive 
bilinear map then there exist representations n: d + 9I?(&), p: 93 -+ %9(X2), 
and contractions Vi: X -+ x, T: X2 -+ 4 such that 
V(e, f) = VI” n(e) Tdf) V2. 
Proof: Combine Proposition 1.3 with Theorem 2.9. 
Remark. A simple scaling argument shows that in general V,, V,, and 
T may be chosen to satisfy 
II V, I/, II V,Il, II TII G II VII ““. <!I
The above theorem contains implicitly a bilinear version of Wittstock’s 
extension theorem for completely bounded maps [9, lo]. 
COROLLARY 2.11. Zf &FI c c?~ are subspaces of A?‘, 9, c 4 are subspaces 
of ~8 and V: CF~ x % + B’(2) is a completely bounded bilinear form then 
there is an extension 8: G; x 4 + B(X) satisfying 1) VII Cb = 11 VII ‘*. 
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Proof Without loss of generality assume that 1) VII cb = 1. By Corollary 
2.10, I/ has a representation 
Ve, f) = V n(e) T,(f) v2 (e E 4, .fe 6 h 
where /I Vi/l, /I I’,//, // Tll < 1. Define 8: $ x 4 +39(X’) by 
Qe, f) = K+ n(e) Tdf) v2 (eE4,fE%?). 
Clearly p is an extension of V, and it is a simple matter to verify that 
lI%b= 1. 
EXAMPLE 2.12. There can be no extension theorem for general bilinear 
maps. Let X be the unit ball of 1, with the w*-topology, so that X is a 
compact Hausdorff space. Regard 1, as a subspace of C(X) and define a 
bilinear map V: 1, x I, + C by 
We, f) =f(e), eEl,,.fEL. 
Clearly11 VI( = 1. If there existed an extension 
v: C(X) x I, -+ c (of any norm) 
then r would induce a bounded linear map T: C(X) + I*, , which when 
restricted to I, would be the identity mapping. From [S], T could be fac- 
tored through a Hilbert space and so the identity map on I, could be fac- 
tored through a Hilbert space. This would create an isomorphism between 
1, and a closed subspace of a Hilbert space, leading to the false conclusion 
that I, is reflexive. Thus I/ has no bounded extension. 
Remark 2.13. Module Maps. Assume that &‘, 93 and S?(Z’) all con- 
tain a common unital C*-algebra %?, with 1 ,n’ = 1,6, 1, = 1, and 
1 1(XJ = 1,. Let & c d and 9 E 93 be subspaces satisfying c& c d and 
9-c E F for all c in %?. A bilinear map V: & x B -+ 93(X) satisfying 
cV(e, f) = V(ce, f) and V(e, fc) = V(e, f) c corresponds to a linear map 
4: 8 0 P -+ ?3( X) satisfying f$( cu) = c$( u), #(UC) = q5( 24) c. 
If V is a completely bounded bilinear map satisfying these conditions, 
then the representation obtained in Corollary 2.11 satisfies V, c = n(c) I/, , 
V, c = p(c) V, for all c in V. 
If, in addition, dc E E, c9 c 9, and V(ec, f) = V(e, cf) for all c in %, 
then one also has rc(c) T= Tp(c). 
3. THE MULTILINEAR CASE 
In this section it will be shown that the representation and extension 
theorems for bilinear forms generalize to multilinear forms. 
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Retail from Lemma 1.1(3) that for UE Mk(& oh F), 
II VI, = inf( IIA II 114: A E Mdg), BEMlk(53q, U=(A@l)(l@B)}. 
This observation leads to the following definition, which appears in [4]: 
Let 8, ,..., &n be subspaces of C*-algebras d,,..., -pu”, and let 
UEMk(&~Q ... Q&n). 
We set, 
II Ullh = inf( IIA, II . . . IIAII: Al EM,, ,,(4 1, A2 EM,,, ,2(G;),..., A, E M,n_,, ,A&), 
U=(A,@l@ “. @l)(l@A,@l@ .‘. @l)... 
(l@...@l@A,)} 
and we let Mk(&, Q,, . . @,, &,,) denote this normed space. This generalizes 
the notation given in Section 1. The l’s denote the units of .& ,..., -c4,. 
A, @ 10 ... @ 1 E Mk,,,(&, @ d2 @ ... @J&) and U is defined by matrix 
multiplication. 
If V: 8, x . . x 8,, --) B:(X) is a multilinear map, then following [4], we 
define a multilinear map Vk : M,J.&‘,) x . . . x &I,(&) -+/8(X 0 . . . 0 3) 
by setting V,(A,,..., A,,) equal to the appropriate product. If 
4: 8,@ . . @ 4:, + B(X) is the linear map corresponding to V, then this 
formula is most simply defined by saying 
As before V is called completely bozmded, if // VI\ <,, = sup,l/ V,j/ is finite. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let V: 8, x . x 8,, -+ 6&I(Z) be a multilinear map and 
let q4 be its associated linear map, then 1lq511 cb = 11 VI( cb. 
Proof: The proof follows that of Proposition 1.3. 
It is important to observe that the norms defined above are associative, 
for example, the norms on Mk(8, Oh (E; On G)) and on 
Mk((4 Oh 4) Oh 83 agree. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (e.)r= , be subspaces of C*-algebras (di}i>l=, and let 
v: &, x . . . x 6” + B(X) be a completely contractive multilinear map. Then 
there exist Hilbert spaces x, 1 < id n, representations xi: 4. -+ g(K), 
1 < i < n, isometries Vi: 2 + %j‘, i = 1, n, and contractions T,: Xi+ , -+ q, 
1 <i<n- 1, such that, 
V(e,,..., e,)= VTx,(e,) Tln2(e2) T2-.. Tn-lde,) V,. 
Proof. We consider only the case n = 3. By Proposition 2.3, & @,, 83 is 
completely isometrically isomorphic to a subspace 9 of some C*-algebra %. 
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The trilinear map V corresponds to a linear map 4: &r O,, $ @,, tP3 -+ ,%3(X’) 
which is completely contractive. By the preceding remarks if we identify 
gz Oh $ with B then the map 4: &I Oh 9 --f L@(&‘) is completely contrac- 
tive. Thus, by the bilinear case there exist Hilbert spaces % and X2, 
representations rc, : &I --, B(Xr) and p: G?? + B(X& isometries V, : 8 + XI, 
W 2 -+-X, and a contraction T: X2 -+ X,, such that &er of) = 
J’:n,(e,) Tp(f) W. 
Since the inclusion i: E2@,, &‘3 -+ 9 is completely contractive the map 
II/ = p 0 i: 6” @,, JF3 --) 33(X2) is completely contractive. Applying the 
representation theorem for completely contractive bilinear maps to the 
map $ and substituting this expression into the formula for 4 yields the 
desired result. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If {d}:= 1 are unital C*-algebras, with subspaces 
4 G L$ and 
v: &, x . . ’ x & + ?a(sq 
is a completely bounded multilinear map then there exists a multilinear map 
8: dl x ... x d” -+ s?(X) 
extending V with 11 VII ch = 11811 ch. 
4. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THE HAAGERUP NORMS 
This section is concerned with obtaining alternative descriptions of the 
norms of M,(BO, 9). As a consequence they are shown to resemble 
injective tensor product norms. As before d and 9 are subspaces of 
C*-algebras d and ~3. 
The next result generalizes a theorem of Effros and Kishimoto [S] to the 
case of subspaces of C*-algebras. 
LEMMA 4.1. Zf 4 E (& @,, F)* has norm one then there exist represen- 
tations IT: d + B(Y), p: 623 + W(X)), a contraction T: X -+ 2, and unit 
vectors 5 EX, KEY such that 
heOf)= (4e) Tp(f) l, v>. 
Proof: By Proposition 1.4 4 is completely contractive, and so we may 
apply Theorem 2.9. The result now follows by setting 5 = V,(l), q = V,( 1). 
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If 4: F--+$?(X) and $: P -+8(s) are bounded then there is a linear 
map #@tj:S@,F+93(&‘) defined by 
This map need not be bounded unless both 4 and II/ are completely 
bounded, as will be seen below. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let X be a fixed infinite dimensional separable Hilbert 
space. The norm in M,,(&@,, F) satisfies 
where the supremum is taken over all complete contractions 4: & -+ B(X), 
(1/: 9 -+ I. 
Proof Suppose that UE M,(bOh 9) and I( UI/, = 1. Let 4: d + g(H), 
$: 9 -+ $3(X) be complete contractions. 
By definition there is a representation U = Cr=, (Ai@ l)( 1 @Bi) with 
Aim M,,(d), B;E M,,(8) and l/x;= l A,A:JI, IIC:, , B:BJ d 1 + E. Form the 
nr x nr matrices 
and observe that IIAIl, llBl1 < (1 + E) Ii2 Then l14,,r(A)lly IIIcI,,,(W 6 (1 + E)“~ . 
and IId,,,.(A) $,,,( B)ll d 1 + E. This inequality may be rewritten 
II(40lcIM~)II d 1 +-% 
and since E was arbitrary 
~UP{Il(~OII/),(~)lI} d IIU. 
To establish the reverse inequality first recall the linear map 
A: M,,( 8) @ M,,(B) -+ M,,(b @ 9) defined on elementary tensors by 
A(A@B)=(A@ l)(l @B). 
By Lemma 1.2 the norm on M,(B @,, 9) equals the quotient norm on 
M,(b) Oh M,(s)/ker A. 
Thus if UE M,(b @,, 9) and 11 U/l = 1 it is possible to choose 
VE M,,(b) Oh M,,(P) such that A(V) = U and )I VII < 1 + E. Choose a linear 
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functional 0 on M,,(b) $3 M,,(F) which has norm one, annihilates ker A, 
and satisfies 
e(v)= 1. 
Recall that representations of M,,(d) are unitarily equivalent to ones of the 
form 7c @ I, where 7t is a representation of d. Then, by Lemma 4.1 there 
exist representations 7~: d + 99( & ), p: P-3 + W&J, unit vectors 
[=(~,...~,,)EX~O ... OJrz, q=(q ,,..., r],,)~&@ ... O.&, and T= 
(T,,): AGO ... @X2-+&@ . . . @ -X, such that 
e((eij)O (f,,)) = ((n(ej,))(T,,)(p(fi,fi,)) 4, II> 
for (eii)E M,,(d), (f,,)~ M,,(8). Let P and Q be, respectively, the projec- 
tions onto the closures of [span p(f) ti] and [span n(e*) vi]. Then 
Q(e,,@ (L,)) = ((~rr(e,,))(QT,jP)(p(~j)) 5, v >. 
Note that if X is any unitary matrix in M,, then 
(e,,)XOX*(f;,)-(e,,)O(li,)Ekern. 
Such elements are annihilated by 8, and this leads to 
X(QT,iP) X* = (QT,P) 
for all unitaries X. This forces the matrix (QT,P) to have the diagonal 
form (z . . “,), where S: x2 -+ &, \lSll < 1. 
The element VE MJ&)@,, M,,(B) can be represented using only a 
finite number of vectors e , ,..., e, E Q and fi ,..., fk E 8. Define 
$, = span[q,, n(e”) vi] and y2 = span [<j* p(fi) tj]. Choose a separable 
Hilbert space 2 and norm one operators Y: Y, + $9, Z: x2 -+ ,Y? which 
are isometric on 2, and A, and define completely contractive maps 
c#: & + B(J?), $: 9 ---f c!i?(X’) by 
f#(e)= Y7r(e) Y*, 
IC/(f)= muz*. 
With these definitions it is easy to check that 
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since d,, 0 II/,( V) = (4 0 $),,(A V), and the reverse inequality is established. 
COROLLARY 4.3. If u=C;=, e,@fiE80h9 then llullh = 
sup liC;= 1 &ej) $(fi)li taken ouer all completely contractiue maps 
$h: & + LB(Z), I//: 9 -+ &?(Jq. 
Proof: This is a restatement of Theorem 4.2 in the case n = 1 
THEOREM 4.4. If 8, c&~ c L& and & c p2 c B then the natural 
embedding of C$ @,, % into C$ @,, 4 is a completely isometric isomorphism. 
Proof: Since complete contractions 4: 8, -+ B’(P) and II/: 9, + g(2) 
have completely contractive extensions to E2 and 3$ [9, lo], the result 
follows from the characterization of Theorem 4.2. 
The extension of Theorems 4.2 and 4.4 to the tensor products of three or 
more subspaces follows from the associativity of the Haagerup norm. If 
uEM,(8*@h... O,, 4,) then 
II~Il,I=~~PIl(d,c3 ‘.. 04,),(U)II 
taken over all completely contractive maps 4,: 4. + B(Z). Similarly, if 
4. c EG 4 for 1 6 id r, then the inclusion map JYI O,, ... O,, C$ + 
*oh.*. Oh Pj is a complete isometry. 
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